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S

:

I. Backg o nd: G a dian hip and he Righ o Co n el
A. The Implica ion of he Re

ic i e Na

e of G a dian hip

Even where the imposition of a guardianship is a genuinel benevolent action to protect a persons life and livelihood, it nonetheless
results in a profound restriction of fundamental rights. It removes a persons abilit to be the author of their own life and make the
decisions that compose who the are b placing those decisions in the hands of another. It can impact whether a person marries and
forms a famil ; whether the vote; where the live; what education, job, or training opportunities the ma have; and what services
the receive.

Guardianship should continue onl when absolutel necessar . In practice, an unknown number of people remain under
guardianship when it ma no longer be necessar .

1

At Disabilit Rights Mar land (DRM), we regularl receive calls from people

subject to guardianship who ask how the can restore their rights. Their stories var , but often reference how the have supports that
enable them to make their own decisions. Man times, their guardians still do not support restoration.
While DRM receives calls regarding restoration, man people under guardianship ma be less likel to nd their wa to legal services
for help, making the need for a right to appointed counsel in restoration proceedings even more critical. Most states require that
counsel be appointed in certain adversarial guardianship proceedings, with a number of states e plicitl requiring the right to
counsel during restoration proceedings.

2

Yet, in some of these states counsel ma onl pla the role of a guardian ad litem,

acting in the best interest of the person subject to guardianship, not as their ealous advocate. We argue that due process mandates
that people subject to guardianship have a right counsel at restoration proceedings and that counsel needs to represent the
protected persons stated wishes.

3

B. When Re o a ion I App op ia e and Ba ie

o Re o a ion

There are a m riad of situations when restoration is appropriate. For e ample, a persons disabilit ma cease; the person ma still
have a disabilit but have access to supports that empower them to make their own decisions; or a less restrictive alternative ma
become available. DRM is also aware of cases where a person should never have been subject to guardianship, which was imposed
due to bias or lack of awareness of available supports or alternatives.
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While guardianship ma no longer be necessar in these cases, barriers e ist to ensuring the matter comes before a court. The
National Guardianship Association indicates that guardians should notif the court of the need for restoration when it arises;
however, this ma not alwa s occur. Indeed, when DRM receives calls about restoration, most guardians have not noti ed the court
that a person might have regained legal capacit and at times their reasoning for failing to do so is not benevolent. Still, a guardian
ma genuinel believe that the person will not be safe without guardianship or that the person has not regained capacit . Regardless,
a guardians decision not to initiate restoration proceedings has profound implications on whether the proceedings move forward.
As an e ample, in Mar land, restoration proceedings are referenced in the statute that outlines guardians obligations in ling annual
reports.

4

This presumes that guardians will indicate the need for restoration in their reports, which ma not occur. Often in

these cases, the person subject to guardianship must pursue restoration b themselves.
Stereot pes and bias against people with disabilities create additional barriers to restoration. To understand this bias, it is critical to
recogni e how the class of people subject to guardianship have a long histor of discrimination including denial of their basic
substantive and procedural due process rights. Historicall , we have denied people with disabilities the right to marr , to attend
school, to reproduce, and to live among us. Even as recentl as the 1960s, it was ver eas for people with mental illness and
developmental disabilities in the United States to be committed to secure facilities with relativel little procedure or focus on their
rights or their humanit . This legac continues to infect our guardianship proceedings b reinforcing the stereot pes and
assumptions that people with disabilities are incapable of managing their own lives.

5

Moreover, our public bene ts s stem reinforces the need for people with disabilities to adopt narratives that, in turn, can be used to
justif subjecting them to guardianship.

6

Medicaid Waiver programs ma provide access to housing, in-home services, and

emplo ment supports, but commonl require medical evidence of how a person cannot live independentl and their inabilit to
complete basic activities of dail living.

7

Social Securit bene ts require proving similar impairments.

8

Medical

professionals are often asked for evaluations that document a persons de cits to support applications for these bene ts. This same
evidence is used to support the need for guardianship, even though a person who needs these supports ma still be able to make
their own decisions. Indeed, in Mar land we see that the certi cates lled out b medical professionals to determine whether a
person has legal capacit require them to indicate whether the think a person cannot complete activities of dail living or whether
the need institutionali ed care, and if either option is checked, it supports the need for guardianship. Thus, a guardian, attorne , or
even a judge, ma genuinel believe that restoration is not appropriate because a person needs these supports, without full
consideration of whether the person actuall can make their own decisions. Bias against people with disabilities forms an invisible,
et pervasive barrier to restoration.
Against this backdrop and without counsel, a person who has been stripped of man of their fundamental rights is forced to navigate
a comple legal process to restore their rights alone. Petitions for restoration are complicated and require navigating speci c court
rules and gathering supportive medical evidence.

9

This can be di cult for an

petitioner, let alone someone who has

been branded as incapacitated and legall cannot make their own decisions. As Nina Kohn and Cather n Koss underscore, having
the right to directl challenge the continued necessit or terms of the guardianship is virtuall meaningless without the
accompan ing right to legal representation.

10

Access to counsel a ords a ealous advocate who can help a person subject to

guardianship bring their claim and meaningfull access the court. As outlined below, the right to counsel must be recogni ed in
restoration proceedings.

II. The Legal Righ o Co n el
A. Legal Land cape: Righ o Co n el in Re o a ion P oceeding S a
At least half the states (27 states plus the District of Columbia) require the appointment of counsel at all restoration proceedings.
11

In some of these states, the statute e plicitl states that counsel is to be appointed at the restoration hearing,

12

whereas in

others it speci es that the court is to follow the same procedures in the restoration proceeding as in the initial establishment,
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meaning that if counsel was required at the establishment it is also required at the restoration. There are also some states where it is
possible that the right to counsel at establishment e tends to restoration but where the statutes are somewhat ambiguous.

14

The majorit practice of appointing counsel has long been urged as necessar public polic . As earl as 1987, the American Bar
Association, recogni ing the particular vulnerabilit of individuals in these circumstances, adopted a polic calling for a right to
counsel in guardianship and conservatorship cases.

15

Additionall , Section 301(g) of the Uniform Guardianship, Conservatorship,

and Other Protective Arrangements Act (UGCOPA) speci es that an adult subject to guardianship who seeks to terminate or modif
the terms of the guardianship has a right to choose an attorne to represent the adult in this matter. [If the adult is not represented b
an attorne , the court shall appoint an attorne under the same conditions as in Section 305.] The court shall award reasonable
attorne s fees to the attorne for the adult as provided in Section 119. While a state can opt not to adopt the bracketed te t, the
remaining language makes clear that a protected persons retained attorne is entitled to fees, which makes retaining a private law er
signi cantl easier. The comment to section 301(g) quotes from a law review article for the proposition that having the right to
directl challenge the continued necessit or terms of the guardianship, including who serves as guardian, is virtuall meaningless
without the accompan ing right to legal representation.

16

On several occasions, courts have construed guardianship statutes to provide a right to appointed counsel in restoration
proceedings. In S a
O
R McQ
, 986 N.E.2d 925 (Ohio 2013), the Supreme Court of Ohio held that as a matter of
statutor interpretation, there is a right to counsel for guardianship review proceedings, reversing a contrar decision b the Ohio
Court of Appeals. It found that since Ohio Rev. Code Ann. 2111.49(C) states that guardianship review proceedings must be held in
accordance with 2111.02 (the guardianship establishment statute), and since 2111.02 provides a right to counsel, the right to
counsel had to be applied to the review proceedings. The Court also e plained that this construction is consistent with the practice
of probate courts from Franklin, Summit, Medina, and Logan Counties. And amici curiae claim that other states with statutes similar
to the ones at issue here recogni e the right to appointed counsel in guardianship-review hearings.
Similarl , in I R G a a
W a , 986 A.2d 559, 567 (N.H. 2009) the Supreme Court of New Hampshire e amined the states
termination of guardianship statute (N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. 464 A:40, II(c)), which provides, Unless the motion is without merit, the
court shall hold a hearing similar to that provided for in N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. 464 A:8 and N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. 464 A:9. While these two
statutes, which govern guardianship proceedings generall , did not mention the right to appointed counsel, the Court in dicta
interpreted this language to incorporate the right to appointed counsel that is provided b the guardianship establishment statute
(N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. 464 A:6) b stating that, At the termination hearing, conducted in a manner similar to that of the guardianship
hearing and with the wards rights protected b counsel, the burden is on the guardian to prove that the grounds for the appointment
of the guardian continue to e ist. I . Earlier in the opinion, the Court noted that the overall purpose of the guardianship statutes is
promot[ing] and protect[ing] the well-being of the proposed ward in involuntaril imposed protective proceedings and provid[ing]
procedural and substantive safeguards for civil liberties and propert rights of a proposed ward. I at 564 (citations omitted).

B. D e P oce

Re

i e he Righ o Co n el in Re o a ion P oceeding

Due process protections under the 14th Amendment safeguard people subject to guardianships right to counsel in restoration
proceedings. To determine whether a due process violation arises, a court balances: (1) the private interest a ected; (2) the risk of its
erroneous deprivation; and (3) the government s interest.

17

With respect to right to counsel, these factors are then balanced

against the presumption that counsel is not required where ph sical libert is not at stake.

18

Ph sical libert interests are at issue

in guardianship proceedings: a guardianship ma restrict a persons freedom of movement, con ne them in a facilit or hospital for
treatment, or place limits on who the ma associate with.
Den ing a right to counsel in restoration proceedings a ects a fundamental libert interest in a manner that also engenders adverse
social stigma.

19

Guardianship proceedings invoke fundamental libert interests since guardianship can result in loss of

association, self-determination, and institutionali ation. As stated, guardianship can limit a person from making critical decisions that
shape who the are and how the see themselves, from who the marr or partner with, where the live and work, and whether the
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can vote. This deprivation of self-determination is nothing if not a severe loss of personal libert . The branding of guardianship
triggers a heightened libert interest.
Further, failing to provide counsel in restoration proceedings will likel result in the erroneous and potentiall permanent
deprivation of libert . As we have discussed, prejudice against people with disabilities provokes stereot pes of incompetence and
dependenc .

20

These stereot pes about incapacit can lead to unnecessar guardianships. If a guardian contests restoration and

the person under guardianship cannot access counsel, protected persons must navigate court processes
while adjudicated
incapacitated. The would need to ensure their petition adheres to court rules that ma require attaching medical evaluations, even
though the ma not have the right to make medical decisions or obtain their own records. A protected person that could not
understand and e ectivel challenge such evidence during the initial hearing ma be no better suited to nd and present evidence of
his or her alleged restored competence later.

21

Additionall , the person will need to navigate rules of evidence and prove the

have regained capacit , which is often de ned ambiguousl in statute. Access to counsel a ords a ealous advocate who can help a
person subject to guardianship bring the claim and meaningfull access the court. Given the lack of oversight of private
guardianships and the ndings of incapacit of those individuals under guardianship, the risk of erroneous deprivation of libert is
high if access to counsel is not provided in restoration proceedings.
Lastl , the protection of a persons libert is alwa s in the states interest. The state has an interest in protecting and restoring the
libert of people under guardianship, who ma no longer meet the statutor criteria to be placed in guardianship. Appointing
counsel for them in restoration proceedings ensures that the have a fair opportunit to preserve this libert interest. Furthermore,
the state also has an interest in improved judicial econom and the e cient administration of its guardianship program. If
guardianship is no longer needed, the state does not have an interest in devoting court resources to oversee it. Appointing counsel in
restoration proceedings also makes the process more e pedient and thus uses fewer judicial resources. Finall , the state has an
interest in preventing widespread abuse and neglect in guardianship, since this undermines the purpose of the guardianship
program, which is to protect people who are unable to make decisions for themselves. Opportunities for abuse can be reduced b
giving people subject to guardianship a voice in restoration proceedings.

D. The Need fo Co n el o be Zealo

Ad oca e

As a nal note, it is important to reinforce the nding that in restoration proceedings, the right to counsel must invoke the right to a
ealous advocate. In their critical article, Nina Koss and Cather n Kohn outline how attorne s ma face ethical concerns about
representing clients who are subject to guardianship. However, as the delineate, attorne s who adopt a best interest approach or
defer to the preferences of a guardian place an additional barrier to restoration for people subject to guardianship. Bolstered b laws
of agenc , contract, constitutional principles, and model rules of conduct, the provide a framework for attorne s representing
people subject to guardianship in restoration proceedings. The conclude that, attorne s legall ma and ethicall adopt an e press
interest or normal relationship model of representation when representing persons subject to guardianship who seek to challenge
the e istence, terms of conditions of their guardianship or who seek legal advice about their rights in this regard.

22

This model,

in congruence with attorne s responsibilities, creates a path forward for attorne s to represent clients subject to guardianship as
ealous advocates. In recognition of the wisdom of this model, courts have consistentl held that an attorne representing a
protected person must argue for the persons wishes and not their best interests.

23

Concl ion
The interests at stake in guardianship proceedings, and at restoration, underscore the need for people subject to guardianship to
have a right to counsel, and thus, a ealous advocate in these proceedings. This right is encapsulated in due process protections and
proves integral to combatting the ongoing discrimination and bias that people with disabilities face.
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